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January Building
session in Review!
By Jennifer Ash-Poole, NAR
  On January 10, 12 NARHAMSters
descended upon Zog Bubbles’ Palace
for the Lathe practice session. Jim
Miers and Richard Hickok brought
their lathes, Jim and Tom Ha brought
their shop vacs AND their heaters,
Paul Miller showed up to write an
article and discuss medical matters
that decorum prevents me from
naming here.
  The day started out with munchies
to snack on while the heaters warmed
up the garage to a livable temperature
to turn nosecones. Chris Kidwell was
trying to make an Iris nosecone out
of foam, but had trouble when the
foam broke off. Jim Miers spent the
few hours he was with us showing
the Washington DC TARC team how
to make a transition. Jack and Joseph
went on to make another nosecone
by themselves. This nosecone wasn’t
for the TARC model, but another
project. I think Jim would be proud
of the final product, and the nosecone
just needed some fine sanding at the
tip.
  After Chris Kidwell’s foam
problem, Kevin Johnson decided to
try his hand, and made a nice foam

nosecone, although smaller than the
one Chris was attempting.
  Chris Ha spent the day repairing his
Phoenix, and brother Zach broke in
Dad’s new shop vac by cleaning up
any dust mote as soon as the lathes
stopped turning.

  Even though we were missing John
McCoy due to sickness, several
people had a chance to practice the
theory of lathes, and to see just how
much of a mess it can make along
with how long it takes to make a
nosecone.

Above: Jack and Joseph’s lathing adventure.  Lower left:Jim shows the kids how to
lathe. Below: Dr. Kidwell shows the foam who’s boss. Photos by Jennifer Ash-Poole.

!
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining information.
ZOG -43 is published monthly and is
available to anyone on a subscription basis.
Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or
email or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for
12 issues a year, payable to NARHAMS
  Material in ZOG -43 is not copyrighted.
Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or
ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5,
Columbia, Md. 21044
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is
a seven-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, & 2003

Zog-43 staff typist is none other than
Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. Secretary to the
Stars !

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a Compaq Evo PC
with a Pentium 4 processor using Adobe
PageMaker.  Masters are printed on a Canon
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.

This Edition: 35 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WEB

http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS
Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT
( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

ZOGZOGZOGZOGZOG  (President)

Jennifer Ash-Poole

 410-674-6262

Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog (Vice-President)

 Jim Filler
COLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTOR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROYOYOYOYOYAAAAALLLLL
TTTTTAXESAXESAXESAXESAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

     KEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLY WY WY WY WY WORDSORDSORDSORDSORDS
( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURCOURCOURCOURCOURT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTER  (Section
Advisor)

Khim Bittle      301-293-2399

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name to
NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
four time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the second
Saturday of every month at Middletown
Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They are
held on the first Friday of the month from
7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week,
with an initial 50 cents up front (good for 5
weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:
Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the
Operations Building, the annex building is
adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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  When you read this, I am either in
Chicago for the semi-annual NAR
Board Meeting, or have already
gotten back.  Almost every board
meeting has something on kids,
education or the state of young people
in the NAR. This has gotten me
thinking about all the classes I have
taught (both here and in Arizona) on
model rocketry. I always come out
learning something from the kids, be
it a better way to mark something, or
a reminder that we are in this hobby
for fun!
  The best part for the kids and me
was the flying. They were always
amazed that the things worked!  What
was even better was when they would
prep it, and fly again.  There were the
occasional mishaps, but this led to
more learning opportunities for the
kids on repairs.
  So what I want to know from you is
what have you learned in teaching a
model rocketry class? How many of
those stayed in rocketry? What is the
largest group you have had to deal
with?  Do you have any tricks or tips
for those of us? Email me at
jpoole@cablespeed.com and I will
share these tips in a future message.

Zog Bubbles

February’s
From the President

Welcome New HAMSTERS!
  We had a lot of new members this
past month, mainly through folks
signing up for the Cadet building pro-
gram.  Please join me in welcoming
our new Cadet members:
Jack Baker, Aaron Carter, Daniel
Dague, Christopher Eacho, Shawn
Eacho, Bryce Gold, Connor Gold,
Casey Hager, Lee Hager, Robin Har-
ris, Daevin Hugh, Jeeven Hugh, Jesse
Lynch, Henry McArdle, James
Mehalick, Matthew Mehalick, Karl
Nuttutno.

!

TARC Teams Make the
Sport Launch
  January 17th was the NARHAMS
monthly sport launch and a trio of
local  TARC teams showed up to
make  practice flights.
  According to Khim Bittle, teams
from Middletown and Boonsboro
made flights, while the team from
Glenelg sent a representative to scope
out range operations.
  Mike Mangieri spent some time
with the Glenelg student, but still
managed to make several flights him-
self, including his Aerotech Warthog
on and F40 motor.
  The Middletown team, represented
by David Jarkey and Kris Bittle, flew
a single test flight that ended up land-
ing on the frozen surface of the pond.
Unlike a certain team from last year,
their rocket was close enough to
shore to be reached with the recov-
ery pole.
  Khim also logged a flight.  His
glider suffered a burn string malfunc-
tion and turned into a kid-seeker,
chasing down David.  Thankfully, no

TARC teammates discuss their rockets.
Photo by Mike Mangieri.

Kris and David pose with their entry
before flight.

The Middletown entry at liftoff (above)
and resting on the ice at touchdown (left).
Photos by David Jarkey.

Some of the handiwork turned out at the
lathe session by Jack and Joseph, TARC
team from WIS.  Photo by Jennifer Ash-
Poole.

blood was drawn by the balsa mos-
quito.
  The next Sport Launch is February
14th, bring out your red rockets!
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Marching to the Zog-43
Astrobulletin
By Paul Miller NAR 51615
  Shout it loud and clear, the month
of March is here! When the
mechanical vibrations of the spoken
word “march” titillate the cochlear
hair cells of my inner ears, my
auditory corticies then process this
information and associate it with the
“March King.” That’s right, John
Philip Sousa wrote over 100
marches, including ”The Stars and
Stripes Forever” - the official march
of the United States of America.
Sousa can be found just under sound
and sounding rocket in the World
Book. Grab a Sousa CD (Naxos
8.559013), put it in a boom box, and
head out to see the sky.
  The five naked-eye planets will
march across the sky after dusk late
in the month. First, try to spot
Mercury just above the western
horizon. Venus is next in line on the
ecliptic. On March 24th Venus will
join a crescent Moon at dusk. On
March 25th Mars will join the waxing
crescent Moon. The Pleiades star
cluster will be found between Venus
and Mars. Do not confuse Mars with
the read giant Aldebaran in Taurus.
Spectacular Saturn shines in the feet
of Gemini. Train your scope on this
ringed marvel while it’s still high in
the sky. Jupiter is the last and
easternmost of the five planets. He
is at opposition early in March so he
will be his closest and brightest of
the year. Jupiter seems to climb in
the eastern sky as the night
progresses, try to find the belts and
zones with a telescope. His four
Galilean moons will sparkle like
diamonds for skywatchers young and
old.
  The “full” Moon will cozy up to
Jupiter in the night sky on March 5th

and 6th. This won’t be as fantastic as
the Jovian-Moon Occultation in
December, but it will be fun to see.
As mentioned earlier in this bulletin,
the Moon will encounter Venus on
March 24th at dusk in the west- a can’t
miss eye-catcher. The waxing and
waning crescent Moon provides an
opportunity to see the breath-taking
lunar surface even with steady
binoculars or a small telescope. Lunar
guides abound, my favorite is Mike
Kitt’s The Moon: An Observing
Guide for backyard Telescopes.
(ISBN 0-913135-09-7) As sunlight
marches across the lunar landscape,
just observe along the terminator
throughout the month and enjoy.

  We are blessed with the yellow
dwarf on the main sequence well-
placed on a galactic arm. Our Mr. Sun
continues to impress. In most cases,
it drives the critical cycles that control
our biosphere. Thanks to our lucky
inclination, orbit and period of
rotation, and lunar effects, we have
experienced little change over eons
of time. March provides a reminder
of this miracle when we repeat the
vernal equinox on the 20th.  Despite
the meteorological lag-time, it’s great
to greet Spring again. Sousa believed
“The Invincible Eagle” would be one
of his best. He was right; he later
called it his “Sunshine March.”
  Our notable winter constellations
continue their march to the west.
Here comes Leo, the backward
question mark beast. His alpha star
Regulus rests right on the ecliptic
rising from the east each evening.
These crisp, cold and hopefully clear
nights give us time to appreciate the
sky above us. Consider the fact that

the mosquitoes will return soon as
they march through another cycle.
  Sousa was born and raised in the
District of Columbia. If you want to
try some snappy music listen to the
“Washington Post March.”
America’s world ambassador to
music could have written some
mighty fine rocket marches were he
alive today. Just imagine, the
“NARHAMS Rockets Away March”
wafting across our springtime launch
pads… “Semper Fidelis”
NARHAMSters!!

  “Everyone is a moon and has a
dark side which he never shows
to anyone.”  (Mark Twain)

!

The five naked-eye planets as seen
over Edmonton, May 7, 2002.  Photo
by Luca Vanzella.

Jupiter

Mars

Venus

Saturn

Mercury
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FREDERICK, MARYLAND
1305 W. 7th Street

Frederick, MD 21702
Phone: 301-694-7395 Fax: 301-694-7394

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a
20% discount off rocket kits, motors, and building

Interview with Jennifer Ash-
Poole, NARHAMS President
By Lisa Robbins, Guest Reporter
  How long have you been president?
Five months. My campaign platform
was: “Vote early and often. It doesn’t
really matter — I’m the only one
running.”
  NARHAMS is the oldest continuously
active NAR chapter. How long have
you been a member?
I’ve been a member of NARHAMS
since May of 1995. Actually, it was my
first competition that I showed up and I
flew as an independent. I’d been flying
as a triple-s [Superstition
Spacemodeling Society] person. I
joined then.
  Is there anybody else in the club that’s
been around as long as you have?
Old Ed, Chris Kidwell, Tom Anderson,
Jim Filler, Tom Lyon. A lot of the core
people that are part of NARHAMS were
NARHAMS back then.
  For you, why is it important to be a
member of a rocket club?
I was a member of a rocket club in
Arizona. I helped start a club in Arizona
as well. NARHAMS was my third club.
The most important thing is securing a
field to fly. It’s easier to do that as a
club than just an individual wanting to
fly; at least on the East Coast. The
second one is it’s more fun building with
friends and you can always learn
something new. It’s always more fun
sniffing glue with friends than sniffing
glue by yourself.

  What project are you working on
now?
Painting my rocket room.
  When did you first get interested in
rockets? Who’s to blame?
Michael Kruger and I were in the same
Astronomy class at the University of
Arizona. He is now the owner of [kit
maker] Cosmodrome Rocketry. He got
me interested in rocketry because my
parents lived out in the boondocks, so
we could launch rockets without
annoying the neighbors.
  You seem to spend a lot of time
working the launches. It must cut into
your flying time.
That’s part of the job of having to be an
officer. I’ve seen Khim Bittle not launch
one thing, not even bring a rocket. If
you’re the host, you’ve got to pull your
weight.
  What do you do to support your rocket
habit?
I am a UNIX Systems Administrator for
NASA’s Laboratory for Extraterrestrial
Physics. I just keep the machines secure,
so all the scientists can do the
extraterrestrial physics.
  How are you able to juggle your work
and rocket-related activities?
I do not have children. OK, I have one,
but I’m married to him. [Laughs]
Having an alternate workweek helps: I
work nine hours a day, four days a week.
That’s probably the biggest thing I’ve
done to carve out a time to do rockets.
That, and I just tell my husband to go
play computer games and I can do what
I want.

   What kind of time, on average, do
you invest in rocketry?
I’d say 20-30 hours of building a month,
depending of whether there’s a
competition is coming. That’s not
including the launching day or
presentations or helping Goddard.
  Why do you do it?
I have no idea. [Laughs] When I started
flying, I was trying to impress Mike,
then I realized, “Oh, hey, these are kind
of cool!” and at the time I was taking
mechanical physics, which is everything
in your model rocket. I probably would
have dropped out when we moved back
East if I hadn’t gotten into NARHAMS,
which is very competitive.
  Are you involved in any non-rocket
hobbies?
My other hobby is quilting. I’m in a quilt
guild called “Friendship Quilters.”
  Is it competitive?
You have quilt shows. You can earn
ribbons. I’ve only completed one quilt.
  From what I understand, you’re not
the only one in your household who
has an interesting hobby…
My husband, Ward (that’s actually his
middle name) is a member of a Star
Wars costuming club, the “501st.” They
do Imperial costuming: storm troopers,
bounty hunters, Darth Vader, the
Emperor, Imperial forces. Lots of capes,
lots of plastic, lots of masks. The
purpose of the 501st was really to have
a club to go to conventions. The Jedi,
the “rebel scum,” have their own club
where they dress up as Jedis, so you
gotta have the alternate universe, the
Imperials, or, as my husband calls it,
“the good guys,” because they’re all in
white.
  The garrison my husband first
belonged to in Philadelphia, Garrida
Carida, goes to hospitals six times a
year. They dress in their costumes and
visit children, hand out toys, and do
Toys for Tots drives. It makes the kids
happy. Ward’s group went to a Ronald
McDonald House and the kids came up
and hugged Darth Vader.
  What? Didn’t they see the movie?
Oh yes. One of the kids, R.J., who has
unfortunately since passed away, said,
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Calendar of Events for 2004
Feb 14- Sport Launch, Red Rocket
day
Feb 28- Tour of Steven F. Udvar-
Hazay Center, Dulles Airport
Mar 5- Monthly meeting, Pratt
Hobbies building session
Mar 6- Cadet building session
College Park Aviation Museum 10 am
-Noon
Mar 7-Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Mar 13- Sport Launch, KATE-2
section meet
Mar 27- Sport Launch, no theme
Apr 2- Monthly meeting, 1/4A Flexie
building session
Apr 3- Cadet building session,
College Park Aviation Museum 10am-
noon
Apr 4- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Apr 10- Sport Launch, OPOSSUM-8
open meet
Apr 25- Rockville Consortium of
Sciences building session and launch

Apr 30-Monthly meeting, Old Timers
Reunion
May 2- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
May 8- Sport launch with C.P.R.,
Newville, PA
May 15- TARC Fly-offs, Great
Meadows, VA
Jun 5-6- Sport launch and ECRM-31
regional meet
Jun 5- Monthly meeting Hobbytown
USA, Frederick 7:30-9:00 pm
Jun 6- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jun 26-27- RAMTEC-11 regional
meet, Newville, PA
Jul 2- Monthly meeting, Mold-
making/casting discussion
Jul 4- Public launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Jul 10- Sport launch, US scale models
theme
Jul 18- Goddard Contest, Goddard
Space Flight Center
Jul 30- August Meeting
Jul 31-Aug 6- NARAM-46 national
meet, Great Meadows, VA

   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-4pm, waiver up
to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of propellant.  All
flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and
between the hours of noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch
and waiver availability.
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport Annex Building,
except where noted above. Meetings begin at 7:15pm with building
sessions or presentations and last until 9:00pm or so.  Regular Business
meetings follow until 10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is
scheduled, please bring whatever project you are working on currently.
   Questions?  Call Club President Jennifer Ash-Poole at 410-674-6262 or
visit NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org

“Darth Vader isn’t evil, he’s just
misunderstood.”
  So, is it safe to say that time-
consuming hobbies are the secret of
the success of your 10½ year
marriage?
That, and separate vacations.
  Do you ever get rocket-ed out?
Yes. I once was so burned out — Robert
Edmonds couldn’t believe this — but
after one NARAM I didn’t built a
rocket for five months.
Assuming time and money were no
object, what would be your rocket
dream project?
It’d be finding 600 acres in a warm
place, building a pad with the wires
underneath, no set up. I’d be the
Muncie, Indiana, of the NAR. That’d
be the first one. If money were no
object, I’d go and collect every old
Estes rocket that I thought was cool and
build it.
  Lastly, what does the 43 in Zog-43
stand for?
We have no idea. There are a couple of
theories. One says there were 43 people
in the room when they first started the
club. Dick Moran said he’d gone to the
bathroom, so there really should be 44.
My theory is that 42 was just too
obvious. I think it’s just some prime
number that they decided was cool.
Some day Ed Pearson will tell us. He’s
claimed he’s going to tell us on
NARHAMS 50th anniversary, but I’m
trying to convince him that he should
do it on the 43rd anniversary.

  Jennifer is a frequent contributor to
this newsletter, but decided it was
better if she didn’t write an article
about herself. “Every now and then I
channel Paul Miller when I write a
paragraph,”she says.

  This is the first in an occasional
series of profiles of club members.
Don’t be surprised if you get a phone
call or an email asking questions
about you. -- KJ

!
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To Boldly Go
 Wall Street Journal Commentary
1/13/04
 By Homer Hickam

   Since the
A p o l l o
m o o n
p r o g r a m
ended, I
think it’s
fair to say
that our

Federal space program has muddled
along without much purpose or
conviction.  But tomorrow President
Bush will change all that when he
unveils a straightforward plan directing
NASA to explore the solar system and
especially Mars with robotic spacecraft.
The space agency is also to construct a
human-tended laboratory on the moon.
Then, if we learn enough on the moon,
and if our robots on Mars have piqued
our interest enough, NASA will be told
to send people to Mars to investigate.
We will proceed in a logical sequence,
in our own good time, and with a
reasonable amount of money spent each
year over many years.
   In my estimation, that’s a pretty
darned good plan. We’ve never had
one like it. Even Apollo didn’t plan
beyond landing a man on the moon in
the 1960s and returning him safely. This
is, as the students who write me all the
time would say, “so cool.”
   Sadly, a lot of my fellow Americans
won’t think it’s so cool. You’ll  be able
to recognize them pretty easily. They’ll
be the ones moaning about how awful
it is we might spend a federal buck on
something other than their favorite
federally-subsidized program and how
it’s going to add to the deficit something
awful. In an AP story that put the cost
of a Mars mission at “nearly $1 trillion,”
one politician quipped, “They want to
send the red ink to the red planet.”
   All I’ve got to say is please, for pity’s
sake, stop worrying about NASA
stealing money from your favorite
federal program and adding to the
deficit. Out of a $2 trillion-plus budget

in 2004, human resources programs
(Education, Health and Human
Services, HUD, Labor, Social Security,
etc.) will get an astounding 34%! In
contrast, NASA has the smallest budget
of all the major agencies in the Federal
government.  In fact, its budget has
represented less than 1% of the total
budget each year since 1977 and it will
probably never get more than a fraction
above that, even with this new plan.
   Before they complain about it, I wish
the moaners would take the time to find
out a few things about NASA’s measly
1%. It has added billions of dollars back
to our economy. It’s about the only
program in the Federal budget that has
a track record of doing that. When
NASA does cutting-edge work, new
products are devised and people,
Americans, are put to work producing
them. To keep our economy steaming
and pay our bills, we have to stay ahead
in product innovation. That means
inventing and manufacturing new
products. One proven way to do that is
to get the space program going with
some real work.
   I’m no pie-in-the-sky dreamer. I come
from a hard-headed place, Coalwood,
West Virginia, where a man worked
hard for a living wage and was proud
to do it. My dad ran his coal mine so as
to make it as productive as he possibly
could. Every man had real work to do. I
learned from my dad to cut through the
bull and see what’s important. Say what
you will about President Bush but I get
the sense that he also likes to cut
through the bull — and God knows,
there’s been enough of that spread
around about people going into space.
   Let’s be clear. Space is a nasty and
cruel place for human beings. The
analogy that going into space is like
Columbus sailing off to discover the
New World followed by hordes of
immigrants is ludicrous. The moon isn’t
the Bahamas and Mars isn’t New
England. Antarctica is the better
analogy. The world has been mucking
around down there for over a century
but I don’t see too many towns
sprouting up on the ice. Yet what’s

happening there is productive. The
scientists and engineers who have
journeyed to that far-away place are
there to try to figure out some things,
such as how the Earth works.
  How the Earth works is pretty
important, especially if we want to keep
living on it. And right there is the key to
clear thinking about human beings in
space. There are a lot of people, just like
those men and women down at the South
Pole, who need to go to the moon and
maybe beyond to help figure out how
the Earth and the universe works, to
discover the answers to some
fundamental questions of chemistry,
physics, biology, medicine and, yes,
even philosophy that might be answered
there and only there. And here’s a
prediction. Once we get people on the
moon, more than a few of them will
figure out how to turn a buck, lots of
bucks. There’s no downside that I can
see to the entire enterprise. I think even
my dad would agree.
   If the president’s space proposals seem
overly bold, it’s because no president has
ever thought it important enough to
spend any political capital to see a
cogent plan in space all the way through.
I don’t agree with President Bush about
everything but he’s starting to remind
me of Harry S. Truman. He gets with
the program. You can argue with him
about what he does and you might even
be right, but you can’t fault the man for
getting out front and leading. That is,
after all, what we hire our presidents to
do.
  As for you moaners, move your
humongous 34% around any way you
want  But please stop badgering the folks
at NASA about their scrawny little
stipend. You see, to help pay your bills,
they’ve got some real work to do.

Mr. Hickam is the author of “October
Sky” and, most recently, “The
Keeper’s Son.” Photo from
www.rocketcontest.org, Mr. Hickam
addressing the contestants at TARC
2003.!
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This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

Flying in Formation
By Patrick L. Barry
  You can almost see the tabloid
headlines now: “Mid-west farmer
spies UFO squadron flying in
formation!” “First signs of imminent
alien invasion,” the subtitle will read.
  If only this fictional farmer had been
keeping up with NASA’s Space Place
column, he would have known better.
The string of white dots moving in
formation across the pre-dawn sky
were satellites, not alien spaceships.
  Beginning next year, a series of
challenging, high-precision launches
will insert four satellites into orbits
with just the right altitude, position,
and orbital inclination to follow in
lock-step behind NASA’s Aqua
satellite (launched in May 2002).
Scientists have dubbed this squadron
of satellites the “A-Train.” Along
with Aqua, the celestial parade will
include Cloudsat, CALIPSO,
PARASOL, and Aura.
  In April 2004, NASA will launch
CloudSat, an Earth-observing
satellite with unique cloud-
measurement abilities. These
measurements will fill an important
role in our understanding of global
climate change, making long-term
climate change scenarios more
accurate and dependable.
  So why bother flying in formation?
By passing over the same swath of
land within seconds or minutes of
each other, the satellites will give
scientists snapshots of essentially the
same scene using a total of 14
different measuring instruments.
CloudSat alone carries only one: a
millimeter-wavelengthradar sounder.

  This sounder-the first of its kind put
into orbit-lets scientists see a vertical
“slice” of the atmosphere that shows
clouds, water, and ice between the
ground and 30 km altitude, with a
vertical resolution of 0.5 km. Even
by itself, this instrument would
provide an important and unique view
of Earth’s atmosphere, since the
accurate portrayal of clouds is one of
the glaring weaknesses with current
simulations of climate change.
  But this cloud data is even more
valuable when combined with
measurements from the other
satellites in the A-Train-for example,
air temperature, trace gases, and
radiation into and out of the
atmosphere. Scientists can then see
connections between, say,
temperature and the resulting
behavior of clouds. A better
understanding of these connections is
one of the most sought-after goals of
climate research, because changes to

global cloud cover would, in turn,
have a feedback effect on global
temperatures.
  The real story of this satellite
squadron may not make the tabloid
headlines, but at least there’s
evidence that the imminent threat of
climate change is real, which is a lot
more than you can say for alien
invaders!
  Learn more about CloudSat and the
A-Train at
cloudsat.atmos.colostate.edu
  Kids (and grownups) can do
interactive cloud picture scrambles
and learn “Cloudspeak” (the names
of different kinds of clouds) at The
Space Place, spaceplace.nasa.gov/
cloudsat_puz.htm

CloudSat, to be launched in November 2004, will take its place as part of the “A-Train”
of satellites flying in formation to take closely timed snapshots of essentially the same
scene using a total of 14 different measuring instruments.
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Columbia’s Loss Doomed
HST Mission
By Ed Pearson, NAR
  Two days after President Bush
announced America’s plans to return
to the Moon and then onward to Mars,
NASA canceled the next scheduled
Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
servicing mission (1/16/2004).
Hubble mission managers were told
to make-do with Hubble’s existing
capabilities and try to extend the
telescope’s life until the venerable
observatory could be “deorbited.”
  Many assumed HST’s Servicing
Mission 4 (SM4) was canceled due
to reallocation of NASA’s robotic-
science resources to the newly
announced lunar program.  However
the Space Telescope Science
Institute’s Director Steve Beckwith
sets the record straight.  In a 1/17 e-
mail addressed to “Colleagues,” Dr.
Beckwith reveals the following:

…The cancellation of SM4 was made
by NASA Administrator Sean
O’Keefe alone.

…That Dr. Ed Weiler (NASA’s
Associate Administrator for Space
Science) and Dr. Anne Kinney
(NASA’s Director of Astronomy and
Physics Division) had found money
with slips to cover repairs and
refurbishments that would extend
HST’s scientific usefulness until
2010.  It was not their
recommendation for SM4’s
cancellation.*

…That the decision was made based
on the following (a really long
sentence follows that good editor
Johnson might break up for you)
[Nah- you can handle it.-KJ]:
Administrator O’Keefe is committed
to following each recommendation of

the Columbia Accident Investigation
Board (CIAB); in order to follow
each recommendation, changes are
necessary to the Space Shuttle (STS)
fleet before they will be allowed to
return to space; other than
International Space Station (ISS)
missions, HST is the ONLY manned
STS mission thought worthwhile by
NASA; non-ISS flights require
additional inspection, repair, and
rescue capabilities than ISS flights;
implementing these extra capabilities
will be for the one-time SM4 mission
alone (and never to be used again);
astronomers now have alternate
orbiting spacecraft and enhanced
ground-based telescopes such that
optical astronomy will not cease with
HST’s loss; SM4 will only extend the
aging HST’s life for a few years
more, and therefore the scientific
return is not viewed as worth the
extra effort of a single SM.

  You are invited to view Dr.
Beckwith’s e-mail posted on the
Internet.  I found it at the following
URL—curiously while taking in a
Web site of a friend of NARHAMS:
http://www.interesting-people.org/
archives/interesting-people/200401/
msg00168.html
  Reading Dr. Beckwith’s meeting
with Sean O’Keefe gives a
fascinating glimpse into the decisions
and decision-makers at NASA.

  *Dr. Beckwith’s e-mail says, “Both
Kinney and Weiler took pains to
assure us…and it was not their
recommendation to cancel SM4.”
Contrast this with Dr. Kinney’s
comment later, “…Please allow me
to correct an incorrect statement…
[NASA Office of Space Science] did
indeed identify funding to cover the
SM4 slippage. But [NASA Office of
Space Science] did not oppose the
decision of the Administrator. The
decision was based…on safety.
[NASA Office of Space Science]
fully supports the decision” (http://
w w w . s p a c e r e f . c o m / n e w s /
viewsr.html?pid=11540).

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your
Quest and MicroMaxx products.

ASP MicroMaxx kits now in stock!

NARHAMS members get special
brother-in-law discounts!!

www.pratthobbies.com
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

!

1987 — Hubble funding approved
1990 — Hubble launched
1993 — First servicing mission
2003 — Shuttle Columbia explodes
2004 — NASA announces cancellation of
further maintenance trips
2011 — James Webb space telescope sched-
uled to be launched
2011 or 2012 — Hubble’s gyroscopes will
stop working and Hubble will fall out of
orbit and crash into Earth’s atmosphere, hit-
ting Australia, where an enterprising 17-
year-old will find a piece of it in his back-
yard and catch the first flight to California
where the San Francisco Examiner has of-
fered a $10,000 reward to the first person
to turn in a chunk of Skylab ... oh wait, that
was a different satellite.

Hubble Timeline
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Launch Schedule
SPORT LAUNCH
Red Rocket Theme
Middletown Park
10:00AM-4:00PM

February 14th

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

March 7th

SPORT LAUNCH
KATE-2 Section Meet

Middletown Park
10:00AM-4:00PM

March 13th

Next Issue’s submission
deadline is March 1!


